
LAN TOPOLOGIES ESSAY

Mesh, Bus, Ring and Star topologies The term Topology refers to the physical or logical shape or layout of a network.
Mesh, Bus, Ring and Star are four of the most common network topologies, each with advantages and disadvantages in
relation to each other. Mesh Topology The Mesh.

Team, Bestofmedia. The physical design of the network is when the devices are picked and their actual
location determined. O'Brien, A star topology: A network that ties all end users computers to a central
computer is called a star topology. However, social networks have also introduced us to meet new people
through the internet and share our ideas and thoughts with people from around the globe. The way in which
constituent parts are arranged. The point-to-point link is dedicated between each device so it will only carry
traffic to the two devices that is connected by that link. A network administrator can also allow only specified
MAC addresses onto the network Gustav Kirchhoff wrote on the flow of current in the electrical networks. Fig
1 gives an example of a network in a school comprising of a local area network or LAN connecting computers
with each other, the internet, and various servers. That risk is one that everyone must be concerned with,
inadequate computer security. When the logical design of a network is planned, an engineer will generally
map out the logical layout and addressing of the network Consequently, if one computer fails, it does not
affect the rest of the network. Team References Beal, Vangie. Even if channel is reliable it leads to unreliable
communication due to broadcast nature of wireless sensor network it leads conflict. All connections must be
terminated with a resistor to keep data transmissions from being mistaken as network traffic The smallest
network is a PAN Personal. So logically a network might be described as one way but physically it may be
characterized is entirely different way Rosch,  Phones are now touch screen and so are some computers. This
network will ensure that transactions from all points are accurately conducted in real time, ensure proper
inventory control, and provide the CEO with up-to-date information on all aspects of the business at any time,
day or night. Even if channel is reliable it leads to unreliable communication due to broadcast nature of
wireless sensor network it leads conflict. The application layer routes requests from devices to the trust center
and network key renewals from the trust center to all devices The current system in place does not allow
effective communication between all Bead Bar locations. Networks communicate by sending data packets
between each device. Its nodes are connected in a closed loop whereby messages travel around the ring, and
each node reads messages only addressed to it. There are various kinds of topologies but the three most
common topologies are the bus, the ring, and the star. Unreliable transfer: Due to packet based routing a
connectionless transfer of formation occur in wireless sensor network it makes connection is highly unreliable
The bus topology is often mistaken as something else. Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet are the most
commonly implemented types of wire local area network with the star topology. One computer acts like a
computer server to something like workstations or peripherals. All devices in a bus topology are connected to
a single cable called the bus, backbone, or ether. The most common implementation of a linear bus topology is
IEEE  The central hub may be a computer server that does the managing of the network. MeshMesh topology
is a way to route data, voice, and instructions between nodes. A node is a point is a network where part of it
branches off or intersects such as a device like a computer.


